SPONSORING/MONITORING AGENCY NAME(S) AND ADDRESS(ES) 10. SPONSOR/MONITOR'S ACRONYM(S)
LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS Congressional support, started RCI in an effort to leverage private funds through a partnering arrangement to stem the declining quality of housing and improve family and solider Quality of Life (QOL), overall service member satisfaction and retention in the all-volunteer Army. Simultaneously the Cold War ended, officer and enlisted service men and women attrition increased and the Army seriously began to address factors contributing to service member dissatisfaction and retention. QOL issues do affect morale and morale does have an impact on retention. Studies such as the one conducted by Dr. Leonard Wong specifically cited QOL and poor housing as primary causes for service member's desire to leave the service.
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Another dynamic is the increase in number of military families. Unlike in the earlier part of the 20 th Century, service members now have families. Most service members are married and this married population became more significant and began to speak with a "larger voice". This larger voice translated into a need for greater emphasis on housing availability and quality.
Efforts to gain a "peace dividend" after the Cold War resulted in programs to improve efficiency and reduce costs. This is a significant amount of facility construction and would cost DOD over $7.2 billion (the current estimate for the first 17 projects) to complete and could take over 20 years using standard budgeting and contracting procedures. LEGEND little or no cost. There is no evidence that this was an anticipated cost savings of the program but it is a consideration as the program evolves.
RCI OBJECTIVES
Various stakeholders derived program objectives from their respective constituent needs, interests and possible benefits. • Precluded competition with AAFES, DeCA, and MWR activities
• Provided direction on provision of utilities / services and reimbursement
• Extended legislation to December 31, 2012 This legislation added since the 1996 act is significant in that it demonstrates congressional willingness to adapt the program to meet evolving requirements. It also implies DOD credibility with congress as DOD agencies identify issues and request additional legislative variations from Congress.
THE RCI PROCESS
The RCI process includes many stages, phases and components. The organizational structure used to perform PAM and the specificity of the established metrics is worthy of greater discussion and is included later in this paper. 
PORTFOLIO AND ASSET MANAGEMENT

COMPONENTS
FIGURE 2. PORTFOLIO AND ASSET MANAGEMENT COMPONENTS
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The occupancy and use phase of the process is more obvious and typical of any program.
Once the housing units are complete, there are critical details that specify follow-on management, maintenance and operation criteria for the new community. This is an important phase because the Army will determine customer satisfaction during this period and the developer must work to sustain the community environment and quality facilities so new families will desire to live in RCI housing units. This is also an important aspect of the program because it is during this phase that occupants will sign documents authorizing payment of their Basic Allowance for Housing (BAH) to the management office. In exchange, the management office will provide facility maintenance and repairs when required in addition to all routine service items typically handled in the past by the installation Director of Public Works (DPW).
Both aspects of the RCI process, concept to transfer and occupancy and use, involve new procedures for the military and private sector partners. However, communication and information sharing to ensure complete process understanding will benefit all stakeholders.
The ASA I&E RCI office characterizes the RCI process with the five bullets below:
• RCI Privatization projects are complex / multi-$B, 50-year deals repair personnel and service teams will benefit not only the stay behind family members but also the deployed service member. Consequently, soldier and unit readiness will improve. Travel times to and from work will likely decrease. Chaos and anguish over permanent change of station (PCS) moves will drastically diminish since house-hunting trips will become outdated.
The need for temporary lodging will decrease as on installation housing availability increases and personnel management adjusts to the fixed mix of housing at each installation. Assignment timing to the extent permitted by mission requirements will ensure a smooth personnel flow that matches housing availability. Resort like communities with increased occupants will gain a synergy that begins to generate local income for on-installation businesses.
FIGURE 4. ARCHITECTURAL VIEW, PLANNED COMMUNITY CENTER AT FORT POLK
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Family members will walk to the local restaurant, or shop down the street and meet with friends locally. They will not need to drive "downtown" to find a decent meal or recreational opportunities. demonstrates congressional willingness to adapt the program to meet evolving requirements.
Proper program management and successful execution are critical for this initiative, which if successful, may transform the way DOD builds communities and houses families.
PROGRAM CHALLENGES AND IMPLICATIONS
A comprehensive search during the study of the RCI program led to some unanticipated findings. Perhaps, unanticipated because of the inherent perception that government (non core competency) programs are bureaucratic, slow, inefficient and more costly than comparable programs initiated and executed by private commercial enterprise. This may build an expectation that privatization will save significant funding, accomplish organization goals much are not "show stoppers" but merit careful attention so that they do not ripple through the entire program and endanger the programs longevity or portability. There are also other challenges that are of concern but in many ways routine for a program of this size and therefore are not discussed in detail in this paper. These challenges include time delays, footprint decisions, environmental issues, requirements determination, training, historic properties, construction standards and small and disadvantaged business participation.
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Other problems exist simply due to the size of the project and the unique nature of military installations, most of which the Government considers as federal property. RCI intends to add limited additional housing to the inventory to increase availability for nearly every Army Family.
"The Army pegs its housing shortfall at about 10,000 units, while the Air Force says it is 30,000 units short." 26 As the program grows for all services, the number of additional units and ancillary facilities will also grow. This is and will continue to create a number of concerns for local communities who need to participate in the management of such growth.
Effects on Traffic Flow and Patterns
The Washington Post continues to follow the progress of RCI in and around the Washington DC and Northern Virginia region. They have highlighted the possible benefits but also raise some concerns. "Fort Belvoir is right in at the stage of a major transformation, said
Col. Thomas W. Williams, the garrison commander. The housing initiative is going to lift the whole face of this post." 27 Clearly, the local leaders are enthusiastic about the program and the apparent visible benefits. However, in the same article, the author goes on to cites concerns from county officials.
They worry that the Defense Department is not committing sufficient resources to transportation, schools and other infrastructure in the surrounding areas and that development will end up adding to Northern Virginia's congestion woes. We have already communicated to the post that our great concern that everything they're proposing at Fort Belvoir will have a major impact on the inadequacy of our transportation infrastructure and exacerbating it said Supervisor Gerald W. Hyland (D-Mount Vernon) whose district includes most of the post.
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The county is concerned and perhaps rightfully so. The response from Maury S. Cralle
Jr., deputy to the garrison commander and RCI program manager at Fort Belvoir said, "The Army doesn't offer proffers …we are building on our own land. This land is not subject to the zoning requirements of the county." 29 At this time, this technically may be true. However, again community relationships will not benefit from this hard stance approach to dealing with local community stakeholders concerns. Communities such as those around Fort Belvoir believe costs to resolve traffic congestion problems will climb into the millions and they want to know who will pay the bill. Recent security concerns and procedures further exacerbate this situation.
While solutions remain challenging, the stiff arm approach or delay tactics because of a hope that the problem will go away, will not work and may impede various other program successes.
Term of Lease
The agreement terms for RCI include provisions for a land lease and partnership that will exist for 50 years with options for renegotiation and renewal at that time. A long-term lease shifts a significant amount of risk off the developer since he can gain a steady (and presumably consistent) income flow from the BAH payments from occupants. RCI mitigates or eliminates some marketing costs, property taxes and other business concerns that challenge typical property managers.
RCI managers indicate that a 50-year lease serves as a automatic filter eliminating contractors that may not have the resources to endure a long term project. Traditional low bidder issues are not a factor because it benefits the contractor/developer/partner to build the best, most efficient units possible so that long-term maintenance costs will lead to increased project revenues. This raises several questions for future review: 1) do these benefits out weigh the risks that now shift to the government and 2) is it possible to gain the benefits with a 10, 25 or 30 year lease? Many people will not lease a car for three years because of the lost flexibility and uncertainty about the future despite the decreased monthly costs. Some within the ASA I&E offices question the need to assume the risks associated with a 50 year lease when other less aggressive instruments of lesser durations are available. Much is now set in motion but this is an area worthy of review, analysis and documentation so that future programs can gain the correct balance of risks. Perhaps a 25-year lease could entice developers to participate yet would provide the government more flexibility.
Project Management Team Occupancy of Housing
Units at Forts Carson, Lewis, Hood and Meade are complete and raising new questions.
Developer management teams are preparing to provide service to the new occupants. Contract terms base future funding incentives in many categories one of which relates to the responsiveness and quality of the management team and service personnel. However, management teams cannot live on the installations or in the housing they service. While this may seem understandable due to legal and regulatory requirements, it clearly stands at crosspurposes with the desire for responsiveness and does not reflect best business practices for similar commercial ventures. As projects come on line and developers vie for incentives this is likely to become a growing issue.
Commercial or private owned facilities on government, untaxed land is another embedded issue that crosses through many of the challenges presented in this paper. Management team occupancy of RCI housing would contribute to the debate and possibly weigh heavily against the Government's case.
The sampling of short-term issues above reflects some potential challenges that require attention. Issue identification is a critical and first step in the problem solving process. Once the leadership or management correctly identifies an issue then it becomes a matter of managing the various interests through available communication methods, proper management and appropriate organizational structures.
LONG TERM PROGRAM CHALLENGES A GAO report in July 1998, MILITARY HOUSING Privatization Off to a Slow Start and
Continued Management Attention Needed, critically raised issues about the slow implementation of DOD's new housing initiative. GAO stated, "implementation of the initiative is off to a slow start. Two years have passed since the new authorities were signed into law, yet no new agreements have been finalized to build or renovate military housing. More than a dozen projects are being considered; however, only one project is close to contract signing."
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The report also highlights issues concerning the need for management involvement.
Unfortunately, it appears that DOD's efforts after the 1998 report focused primarily on speed and less on management and good program development. The increasing pressure to "get the program off the ground" precluded a more deliberate approach to dealing with the new program.
DOD noted that, "progress has been slower than expected because the new initiative represents a new way of doing business for both the military and the private sector." 
Effects on Local Rental Markets
Another issue that will likely raise local community stakeholder concern is the rental 
A Changing Environment
The future and the unknown are hard to predict and subject to a Volatile, Uncertain, A key contributing factor to the success of the RCI program is that BAH will provide a steady and consistent stream of funding for the developing partner. Will this make future revisions to BAH a significant challenge? Will developers work to leverage rates in their respective areas to gain larger annual streams? What happens if a sustained recession occurs and rates do not keep up with developer/partner costs? The GAO says that "In seven projects, developers will receive about $369 million more in profits and fees than anticipated because the contracts did not fully anticipate increases in service member housing allowances."
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BAH changes in the future are likely and the inability to adjust in the short term indicates a potential for long-term and substantial cumulative impact.
Another issue that may grow as fast as the program is that of property taxes. Although perhaps anticipated during the development of the program, no one identified a solution to the possible issues if local county and state official begin to question the sovereignty of military installations that allow private businesses to conduct tax free operations under the DOD umbrella -a practice not allowed in other sales or business areas. This is true even at Post Exchange (PX) locations where commercial concessions set up and sell their wares. Even though customers question the tax added to their bill, they understand that private businesses must charge and subsequently pay state and federal taxes.
It is not possible to anticipate every possible future issue. However, research and analysis that relates the RCI program strategy with other DOD initiatives such as Transformation may ensure that major programs do not get at cross-purposes.
THE FUNDING QUESTION
Funding is always a critical aspect of any initiative as is certainly true with the RCI program. The ASA, I&E RCI project office cites ability to "leverage assets / funds" as a key program goal. They do not say, "decrease costs, expenditures or funding requirements" and the use of the word "leverage" is intriguing. Investigation reveals that this wording and the concept it represents is the slight of hand that helped give life to the program. It did so by building an expectation of savings. As noted earlier, many believe that privatization will decrease costs.
Experts in the private sector frequently cite outsourcing, which in many ways is similar to privatization, as a method for decreasing costs. "Outsourcing can be defined as turning over all or part of an organizational activity to an outside vendor … and is generally considered as a very powerful tool to cut costs and improve performance." 38 It is understandable why many in DOD believe that the Army will save money with RCI. Indeed, there may be some cost savings per se if DOD compared the government cost of new housing and management with the private cost the same product. However, this is not the concept behind RCI. Some sample analysis may best prove this point. "In fiscal year 1997 alone, DOD spent $3 billion to operate and maintain Government-owned and Government-leased housing." 39 However, this $3 billion figure is actually only a percentage of the total requirement. This is because DOD and each respective service determines how much of the requirement, including any backlog, gets funded during each Program Objective Memorandum (POM) -the process services use to program funds against specific requirements. Consequently and historically, the Army may "choose" to fund only 40-50% of the known O&M requirements per year. Thus, this number grows almost exponentially and remains an unfunded item by choice.
The slight of hand or shell game with RCI and indeed the entire MHPI is that the program now becomes a "must fund" line item. Occupants will sign over every dollar of authorized BAH regardless of leadership desires to shift funds to other programs. No longer can services make a decision to skimp on repairs to save money or divert funding to other programs instead. This is much like the concept behind an individual forced savings program touted by many financial planners. In a way, this is very good news, especially for those who will live in housing, that now by contract will receive adequate maintenance and repairs when needed -at least in concept. The rub is that with this forced program creates a decrease in flexibility for the services. The Army G1 (Personnel Management) who must budget for BAH is eager to add a much increased line item to their account. What some in the Army may not yet comprehend is that the perceived "fat" of a "huge" O&M budget is getting significantly leaner and untouchable. This is not necessarily bad news. However, recognition and hence management of this decreased management flexibility and analysis on impacts to the way DOD does business will surely prevent future surprises. Unfortunately, like with many programs, there is an apparent reluctance for management from each of the Army level staffs to raise or at least highlight the significance of this program nuance.
THE SCORECARD
One primary purpose of this paper is to objectively look at the RCI program and determine if the program is meeting established goals and objectives. Prior sections of this paper highlight the basics of the RCI program while noting several short and long-term challenges that directly or indirectly relate to the objectives. This section serves to summarize the objectives as originally stated earlier in the paper and provide a focus for future effort should congress, DOD or the RCI Program Office decide to do a midcourse adjustment or rebalancing. Table 3 below is a simple summary or scorecard that compares stakeholder objectives against perceived issues raised in the course of this paper. Overall, it is readily apparent that RCI is achieving many of the major objectives. There is no indication or research results that suggest any problem with meeting Congressional guidance as specified in the 1996 Defense Authorization Act directing the program. In fact, there is some indication that Congress is very pleased with the program and may push to implement other similar programs. DOD objectives focused on the QOL issues and ability to leverage funding to meet a critical deterioration of family housing for service members. Again, indications are that the progress is achieving tremendous success despite some questions about the long-term implementation and ability to sustain a quality program. Carson from 2000-2003 said that "RCI is an incredible program. It will fix a system that was structured to make QOL issues like housing compete directly but unsuccessfully with the need for beans and bullets" 43 The major shortfall under the RCI offices preview and now under the DASA P&P is the execution of separate and unbiased implementation controls or Portfolio Asset Management (PAM) as termed under the RCI program. This is perhaps the biggest identified shortfall that fortunately is one of the more easily resolved issues. Now that the DASA P&P office is in place, several adjustments in organization and personnel can make a positive impact on implementation. The final stakeholder of notable involvement is the local community.
Research for this effort did not discover any stated objectives for or from the local community.
As a result this area was not part to the RCI teams overall guiding goals or objectives.
Consequently, issues are beginning to surface that reflect this shortfall and will require mitigation or damage control in the future if left unaddressed in the short term.
RECOMMENDATIONS
RCI is an innovative implementation of a relatively commonplace movement to privatize • Develop a mechanism to involve local community stakeholders in the program.
Involve stakeholders who may not believe they are not being heard -local communities (city, county and state agencies) before situations worsen.
• Address the possible need for a panel -perhaps similar to arbitration teams to review the contentious matters and identify alternatives. Maintain a positive program spin since there is a lot riding on this early construction privatization initiative. This may serve as a good way to revolve at least some of the short-term challenges.
• Review or develop mechanisms that can better anticipate our changing environment or unexpected events that will affect the RCI program. Develop solutions and provide feedback to the implementation team. Even a good program can benefit from periodic reviews, adjustments and scrutiny. The proposed recommendations, at the least will likely stimulate some discussion, and at best will result in program modifications that will lead to better execution and implementation.
CONCLUSION
Transformation and the challenges DOD faces now and in the future will continue to require creative, innovative and visionary solutions to infrastructure and facility challenges.
Privatization provides mechanisms to change the way DOD meets facility requirements and RCI personalizes these mechanisms in a specific way with a clear set of immediate goals and objectives. RCI is an incredible program that is transforming the way Services demonstrate care for families and take care of soldiers, sailors, airmen and marines. This program is specifically getting to the CSA's desire to focus on core competencies and privatize areas that 
Strengths
& Weaknesses
SWOT Analysis
others can execute more efficiently and in a more innovative manner. Thus, the overarching conclusion of this paper is that the RCI program is a tremendous solution to DOD's significant ageing housing situation. The tangible benefits are laudable even in the early stages of this program and long term benefits, including yet undiscovered second and third order benefits, 
APPENDIX
This appendix includes a more technical look at the mechanics of the RCI process that history will document as an incredible success or condemn as a uninformed, unilateral attempt to play a shell game and shift responsibilities for a challenging facet of our installation infrastructure and facilities.
CONCEPT TO TRANSFER
Once DOD identifies an installation for participation in the RCI program, the acquisition process begins in an effort to find developers who are interested in joining the RCI program.
The acquisition process uses a Request for Qualification (RFQ) procedure that seeks to attract innovative, quality private developers who bring industry best practices to the growing RCI program. Developers submit their qualifications for subsequent evaluation based on the premise that the selected firm is the most highly qualified to begin discussions with the Army create a mutually agreed upon business plan that will meet specific site project needs. 45 The
Army bases selection on a quantifiable analysis of each developer's submission. In doing so, the Army publishes Minimum Experience Requirements (MER) for use during an initial screening. The MER includes variables such as developer experience and capabilities in: (1) project development, (2) property management, and (3) capital formation. 46 After the initial screening, the Army announces the project site (or installation) with a two-step RFQ.
Step one of the follow on two-step process determines the competitive range for a group of sites using the five evaluation factors:
• Experience
• Financial Capabilities
• Organizational Capabilities (Corporate)
• Past Performance
• Small Business Plan (General History)
Step two begins by notifying each of the developers in the competitive range from step one that they are able to bid on any site listed in the original solicitation. If so desired by the developer they may then submit new plans for evaluation by the Army's review team composed of experts within DOD. Four new criteria form the basis for the evaluation:
• Preliminary Project Concept Statement
• Financial Return
• Organizational Capability (Installation Specific)
• Small Business Utilization Plan (Installation Specific)
While not reimbursable work, the first few steps of the RFQ process require the developer to make a commitment to the project. The criterion primarily focuses on data readily available to the developer from routine business activities but specificity is necessary should the bidder desire to remain competitive in a aggressive construction market.
After selection of a single developer for each advertised site, the developer (now a partner with the installation) creates a plan that specifies the developer's proposal for a long-term relationship with the Army. The plan becomes the Community Development and Management
Plan or CDMP. The CDMP is an extensive document that includes details on the project development, financial operations and operations and property management. The CDMP is unique in that it provides mechanisms for interested parties to manage the proposed project before congress offers final approval for the plan. The RCI Program Office cites the following benefits derived from the CDMP process:
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• Allows Army/developer to work through issues collaboratively, and ensures identification and acknowledgement of major issues before execution of the plan.
• Provides a forum for the Army to consider developer proposals concerning the use of specific privatization authorities or initiatives.
• Provides a mechanism for conferring with Congress, local communities and other organizations to ensure the plan addresses, where possible, the needs of all Conceptually, the full community concept is attractive and appears to offer many features historically short at U.S. installations. However, coordination with local private communities and at county and state levels as the projects develop may result in increasing concerns. This is an area addressed in more detail later in the paper.
OCCUPANCY AND USE
The CDMP specifies the details for the proposed follow-on management, maintenance and operation of the new communities developed as part of the RCI program. In most cases, RCI partners will begin managing existing facilities even before new housing and amenities are complete. This will ease the transition as new units are complete and potential occupants arrive at new duty assignments. Regardless of existing or new unit housing, occupants will report to the RCI team housing management office to receive a housing assignment. Move in will occur much like in the past with several key exceptions. First, the occupant will sign documents authorizing payment of his/her Basic Allowance for Housing (BAH) to the management office.
Likewise, "tenants" will be responsible for their utility costs. In exchange, the management office will provide facility maintenance and repairs when required in addition to all routine service items typically handled in the past by the installation Director of Public Works (DPW).
Occupants involved in the new program will soon outnumber those in the old program.
When this occurs, the RCI PAM office and the installation PAM team representatives will surely gain more insight into the benefits and challenges of the RCI process for occupants.
Both 
